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PARKER FORD, PA, USA, January 28, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Proper Carpet Cleaning
Associated With Better Health
Allows you to retain the benefits of carpet with fewer health concerns

Respiratory issues can be a problem in a variety of different settings, whether it’s your home or a
commercial installation. In many cases, these sensations can be triggered by different allergens
or irritants trapped in your carpet. Carpet is naturally more comfortable and suited for
cushioning falls, so homeowners need to find a way to balance this with keeping the carpet
clean. Here are some recommended practices from Ches-mont Carpet One.

Vacuuming: Ideally, vacuuming daily would be done for rooms with heavy use, but weekly is a
more attainable goal. Ideally, you want to use a vacuum with a high-efficiency particulate air filter
to catch as many particles as possible.

Low-moisture encapsulation: This is something you would have done less-frequently, but is
popular in a lot of commercial settings. This entails applying and removing a detergent mixture
with encapsulating polymers. Professional services recommend doing this monthly, if possible.

Hot water extraction: This is the most thorough method, which includes vacuuming, applying a
cleaning solution, then injecting some hot water under pressure to remove dirt and grime from
the carpet pile. This should be done annually or biannually.

A representative of Ches-mont Carpet One made the following statement:

“Carpet care is important no matter what type of material you use. This applies to avoiding any
sort of medical concerns as well as just upkeep for appearance. However, in some cases, it may
be worth it to make an upgrade to make carpet care easier. We offer a wide variety of different
options, including carpets that are easy to clean or well-suited for those that may have allergies
or sensitivities.”
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About Ches-mont Carpet One: Ches-mont Carpet One is a branch of a cooperative over 1,000
stores strong nationwide, dedicated to floor installation and services. With partners from all the
major local brands and manufacturers, their selection includes carpet, hardwood, laminate, area
rugs, and many other colors and materials.  
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